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C. THIBAULT, CSNSM, BÂT. 104-108, F-91405 ORSAY CAMPUS

ABSTRACT

The present status of the program of low-energy antiproton physics at

LEAR is presented. This program is developing according to four main lines :

1) Nucleon-Antinucleon interactions : spectroscopy of protonium and

antiprotonic atoms, elastic and inelastic scattering, charge-exchange

reactions, strangeness-exchange reactions, antiproton-nucleus interactions.

2) Annihilations : dynamics of nucleon-antinucleon annihilation at rest,

multinucleon annihilations, meson spectroscopy, search for exotic structures,

proton form factors in the time-like region, study of CP violation.

3) Comparison of p and p properties : comparison of their inertial masses

(test of CPT invariance), and of thsir gravitational masses.

4) Use of p as a probe in Atomic Physics.
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LOW-ENERGY ANTIPROTON PHYSICS AT LEAR

C. THIBAULT, CSNSM, BÂT. 104-108, F-91405 ORSAY CAMPUS

INTRODUCTION

The possibility to have at disposal high-intensity beams of low energy

antiprotons opens new fields of physics which are unreachable with ordinary

matter :

i) Nucleon-Antinucleon interactions :

- replacing the e" by a p changes hydrogen atom into protonium pp, and heavier

atoms into antiprotonic atoms. The electromagnetic levels can be exactly

calculated, and their shifts and widths due to strong interaction may be

measured and compared with predictions.

- using p instead of p as a projectile allows the study of elastic and

inelastic scattering, charge exchange, and strangeness exchange between

nucléon and antinucleon, which provides new tests of the nucléon-(anti)nucleon

potentials.

ii) Annihilation :

The occurence of annihilation opens many new exciting possibilities :

- study of the process itself,

- observation of specific effects due to the release of 2 GeV in a very small

volume inside the nucleus,

- opening of new channels for the search of glueballs, hybrids or multiquark

structures with possibly exotic quantum numbers,

- e e production allows the study of the electromagnetic proton form factors

in the time-like region,

- symmetric K and K production may be tagged allowing the study of CP



violation.

iii) Comparison of p and p properties :

- tests of CPT conservation by comparing their masses,

- comparison of gravitation forces,

- formation of antihydrogen (pe ) and comparison with hydrogen.

iv) Use of p as a probe in atomic physics.

At LEAR many of these lines have already been studied, some others are

starting with the post-ACOL era, and some are still dreams... In this paper, I

shall first give a brief overwiew of what is the LEAR machine, and then, I

shall try to show what is the present status of the different topics.

THE LEAR MACHINE

The p's are produced by bombarding a target with high energy protons (26

GeV from the PS synchrotron at CERN). The production cross section has a

maximum around p momentum - 3.5 GeV/c so that, if one is interested by p

momenta below 1-2 GeV/c, the direct collection of p's will only provide

extremely low intensities. In order to avoid this problem, the CERN low-energy

p facility collects p's in ACOL (Antiproton COLlector) at top of the

production (3.5 GeV/c) with a wide acceptance; then it cools and stores them

at 3.5 GeV/c in AA (Antiproton Accumulator) and reinjects them into the PS

where they are decelerated down to 0.6 GeV/c, and finally injected into LEAR

(Low Energy Antiproton Ring). LEAR may either reaccelerate the p beam up to 2

GeV/c, or decelerate and cool it down to 60 MeV/c, i.e. 2 MeV energy.

Stochastic cooling has been used up to now, but electronic cooling would be

available in the future. The intensity inside the machine may be some 10

particles, and the ejection may be either fast (less than 1 fis) or stochastic

(from 1 ms to more than half an hour) thus providing a continuous external

beam of 105-106 p/s. For more details see VIL88.

This facility allows many experiments which were quite unimaginable



before. In the first period (83-86), before ACOL was built, there were more

than 300 physicists working on 17 experiments. Then in the "post-ACOL era",

the number of stored p's has been increased, so that LEAR may now work at full

intensity even when the SPS high-energy p-p collider is working. From the

previous 17 experiments, only 1 or 2 are still running while 11 new ones are

starting now or are in preparation. Presently, there are = 450 physicists and

some heavy experiments require up to 100 physicists. These physicists

originate from = 80 Institutes distributed over 16 countries.

PROTONIUM AND ANTIPROTONIC ATOMS

1) Protonium
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When p and p at rest are sufficiently close, the atomic cascade starts

developing from high-L Rydberg states around n-20 (Fig.l). The subsequent

cascade depends on hydrogen density : if it is high (liquid hydrogen in Bubble

Chambers), Stark mixing leads to high-n S states (L=O) from which the

protonium annihilates (DAY60); if it is low enough (gaseous hydrogen), a

fraction of the cascades may develop normally until 2P level (=*50% at NTP)

from which more than 90% of protoniums annihilate. These processes have been



studied by PS174 (BAKSS) and PS175 (SIMS8). They are now very well reproduced

by calculations (e.g. REI89).

Taking into account the p mass which moves K,L,...rays towards X-ray

range, exact QED calculations may be drawn. But, unlike the hydrogen atom,

strong interaction plays a role too, so that the S and P levels are shifted

and broadened. At LEAR, PS171 (ZIE88), PS174 (BAKSS, VANSS), and PS175 (SIM88)

succeeded to observe the K and L X-rays emitted during the cascade and to

measure their energy and width. Fig. 2 shows the experimental results for the

shift AE and width T of IS level and the predicted values. Within the present

accuracy, the agreement is good for all models. This is also true for the 2P

level (width = 40 meV). Waking a choice will require a better accuracy and the

possibility to resolve the different hyperfine levels : there are ideas to use

a crystal spectrometer in the future, but there is not yet any approved

experiment.

2) Antiprotonic atoms

The same kinds of studies may also be drawn on heavier nuclei (PS174,

PS175, PS176, PS1S6). They give the possibility to observe and study the

contribution of spin-orbit and spin-spin terms in the strong interaction

potential : beside those of H and He, the individual fine structure levels of

heavy atoms could also be studied : PS176 (KRES8, POT88) and PS186 (DAN87,

POTSS, HAR88) respectively measured T and AE in 174Yb, and the relative

intensities in Nd. These results suggest a spin-orbit influence.

Theoretical calculations are in progress to explain them.

NUCLEON-ANTINUCLEON INTERACTION

1) Models

a) Potential models :

In this approach, the N-N potential (e.g. One Boson Exchange Potential

from Paris, Bonn, Nijmegen etc.), is transformed through G-Parity to provide

the long range (r>lfm) real part U- of the potential. Then a pure imaginary



(or sometimes complex) part W - is added to take into account short range
NN

annihilation (r<lfm). The final potential is complex : V̂ - = UN- + iV^- . W is

either phenomenological or based on microscopic quark models. In the recent

sophisticated models, W may be E and/or spin dependent,

b) Dispersion theory has also been used (e.g. IWA81, IWA85 or KRO89).

2) Experimental status

Many experiments were working on these topics during the pre-ACOL era at

LEAR (see VILSS and MAI89). Measurements could be performed concerning the

tota l cross section cr (PS172), the e l a s t i c scattering cross section a-
tot el

(PS172.PS173), the charge-exchange cross section <r (PS173.PS178), and the
CE

strangeness-exchange cross section cr very near the threshold (PS185).

Polarization measurements using polarized targets were already performed for

pp and pd (PS172.PS198), and are still in progress (PS199). Ideas to polarize

the p beam itself were given in letters of intent, but they need feasibility

tests ("FILTer Experiment" HAE8S, "SPin SPlitter" PENSS).

3) Results
Very briefly, main results are as following :

- O- and cr (E,#) are reproduced by nearly all calculations.
tot el

- cr is dominated by the long range One Pion Exchange. It is a sensitive test
Cfc.

of models. However, it did not actually lead to choices between models, but

rather to improvements inside the models (e.g. BRU85b).

- o- is found to be widely dominated by P-wave (BAR89). Models either based

on K,K exchange where the nucléon is considered as a whole, or on quark-gluon

exchange, fit equally well the experimental results (e.g. K0H88). The

conclusion is that strangeness exchange is peripheral and that there is a

strong S-wave suppression even very near the threshold which explains the

P-wave domination. However a few authors propose rather a P-wave enhancement

instead (DAL88).

- The real-to-imaginary ratio p of the forward (0°) elastic scattering

amplitude could be determined at rest (VAN88), and at low momenta (LIN87,



BRUSSa). At low momenta, both experiments agree well, and exhibit a completely

unexpected bump around 200 MeV/c (.Fig. 3). This feature is very puzzling and

very difficult to reproduce. It is neither due to an inadequate Coulomb

treatment of the data, nor to the nn threshold proximity. However, several

very recent attempts seem promising : if potential models are used, a spin

-and probably E- dependence of the annihilation potential is required, which

may be either fitted (KR0S9, TIMS9), or calculated through baryon exchange

(HIPS9). Using dispersion theory, a correct effective range expansion must be

used (KROS9). However these calculations still need improvements to be able to

fit simultaneously all data.

PROTON-ANTIPROTON FORWARD SCATTERING AMPLITUDE
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Figure 3

In this context, the polarization program presently developed at LEAR by

PS199 will impose more stringent tests and will give more precise indications

on the weak points of the different models. Presently, the measurements of the

differential cross section and of the analysing power already obtained by

PS198 (BER89) point out that the different angular regions may be fitted by

one or another model, but none of the models fits really well the complete

distributions.



DYNAMICS OF NUCLEON-ANTI NUCLEON ANNIHILATION AT REST

1) Quark models for annihilation

R2(3PQ) A3(
3P0) R3

Figure 4

NN annihilations at rest give rise to 2 or more mesons. They may be

described by graphs connecting the initial and final state. Fig. 4 shows

graphs leading to 2 or 3 mesons. It is valuable to notice that strangeness

(e.g. KK) cannot be produced by R , S and R , and that 4>tf> is only attainable

through OZI forbidden pure gluonic diagrams. Two major problems are still

unsolved :

a) It is not evident to decide which is the type of the qq annihilation

vertex. It may be either P 0 ,i.e. "Pair-Creation-Model" (vacuum quantum

numbers) or S 1 ,i.e. "One-Gluon-Exchange-Model" (gluon quantum number).

3

Theoretically, strong coupling lattice QCD (ISG85) is supporting P model.

b) There is no theoretical guide line to know what are the leading diagrams.

One thus expects to get answers from the comparison with experimental data.
2) Experimental status

The influence of both initial and final states may be studied :

- initial isospin : I=O and 1 in pp, while I=I only in pn and np (np study is

planned by PS201).

- initial angular momentum : L=O in S-state (>90% in Bubble Chambers), L=I in

P-state (>90% in gas targets with coincident L X-rays leading to 2P Level).

- final state : individual branching ratios may be measured.

3) Results

pp—>2 mesons

7T7T and KK production at rest were measured by PS171 in H gas target with



and without coincident L X-Ray (DOSSS). Combining these results with previous

results obtained in Bubble Chambers allows to separate the L=O and L=I

contributions. A striking, somewhat unexpected, influence of L is observed

since the ratio <r /<r is - 5 for KK while it is = 0.5 for nn.
s p

Using non perturbative QCD, the qualitative behaviour (especially the KK

suppression in P-wave) may now be understood either in S or in P models,

but quantitative fits are still not satisfying (e.g. 0ADS7) so that many

developments are still being done.

In the quark model frame, calculations have been drawn using different

diagrams. A2, which is planar, seems the leading one compared to R2. ur S2

(MAR87).

pp—>3 mesons

Three-pion final state is very frequent (6.9±0.9% in S-wave). It

generally contains resonances. PS171 studied pp—> . — > T T TT TI as a function

of initial state (MAY89a) : the I=I contribution is strongly suppressed in

S-wave (especially for np which is allowed but not observed and was already

very puzzling in Bubble Chambers measurements), while the I=O contribution

does the reverse. The assumption that 3-meson production undergoes always

through 2-meson doorway leads to a good fit of the observed Tt n mass

invariant spectrum (MUN89). Using quark diagrams, different combinations such

as R A , R R , R S (MAR87), and finally A A were tested. It seems presently
3 2 3 2 3 2 - 3 2

that A A which combine the only two planar diagrams is the best choice

(FUR89, GUT89). However, the theoretical situation is still very unclear,

especially if one also takes into account the fact that a significant

unexplained non-resonant 3TT production was observed by PS171.

MESON SPECTROSCOPY

Beside their interest for the study of annihilation itself, n-meson

channels with na3 may also produce unknown resonances, some of them being

hopefully exotic structures predicted by QCD such as glueballs (ggg), hybrids



(e.g. qqg), or multiquarks (qqqq, qqqqqq). In pre-ACOL era, meson spectroscopy

was studied by PS171. In post-ACOL era, two more ambitious and sophisticated

experiments are starting (PS197, PS201), based on 4TI acceptance spectrometers.

A third experiment is in preparation (PS202), which will use a H3 gas target

inside the LEAR ring in order to look at <jxp production.

Presently, two main results were already obtained by PS171 :

E/c problem

An old puzzle is that of the E/t resonance :

- E(1420) was first observed in S-wave in Bubble Chambers, in pp—>7r Tr E

channel, E decaying into K°K~7r+. It was assigned to be J =0 . t(1440) was

observed in J/* decay with JP =0 too. But E was also observed as 1

resonance in hadronic reactions. It was thus a very obscure situation : are

they several resonances or a single one ? are E and t the same resonance or

not ? is the spin-parity 0 or 1 ?....

PS171 observed E resonance at mass M=1413±S MeV/c in pp—>7i 71 E channel.

Partial wave analysis neither favours 0 nor 1 . But E production from P

initial state is found to be compatible with zero so that E is very probably

0 (MAY89a). Furthermore, Dalitz plot comparisons between pp and pp reactions

suggest that there are two mass-degenerate resonances, one with 0 produced

in pp annihilation and one with 1 produced in pp central reactions.

Observation of a new resonance : AXC1565)

While studying pp—>7r n n channel at rest, PS171 observed a new

resonance at a mass of 1565±10 MeV/c2 and a width of 170±20 MeV/c2 decaying

into Ti 7t , 7T Tr , and possibly other states (MAYS9b). This resonance is only

produced in pp annihilation from P states. Dalitz plot fits and phase shift

analysis suggest that it is a true resonance with J=2. Furthermore, its

production is very similar to that of f . Finally PS171 concludes that "a

PC ++

J =2 is fully compatible wit the data and strongly favoured by the phase

motion and by arguments based on angular momentum barrier factors in pp

annihilation at rest". AX(1565) does not fit into one of the qq nonets. After



scanning the possible interpretations, it is conjectured that the AX(1565) is

either a multiquark state qqqq, or a nucleon-antinucleon resonance NN, which

is certainly a very exciting result (see CERN Courrier apr j 1 19S9).

ANTIPROTON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS

The study of pA annihilations allows to look at A-dependence and " "to

investigate the possible occurence of "unusual annihilations" which are

forbidden when the antiproton annihilates onto a single nucléon.

Many features have already been studied at rest or at low momenta at

LEAP. : o- and er for p bombarding light nuclei (PS172, PS179.PS184),
el tot

o-tpnVo-Cpp) (PS179), light nuclei (PS179.PS186) and residual nuclei (PS186)

production, p induced fission (PS177,PS1S3,PS1S6), charged particle rultipli-

cities (PS171, PS179) and correlations between them (PS179), neutron spectra

(PS1S3), strangeness (PS171, PS179, PS183) and heavy hypernuclei (PS177)

production. These results have indeed to be implemented by results obtained at

higher energies at KEK, Serpukhov and ITEP (for a review, see GUAS9). As there

are so many results, it is possible to comment here only a very few of them.

1) Elastic and inelastic scattering

p-nucleus cross sections provide a stringent test for nucleon-antinucleon

potentials : e.g. LEAR data (GAR84) demonstrated that the p-nucleus potential

is strongly absorptive and weakly attractive (GAR85).

2) Single nucléon annihilations

IntraNuclear Cascades + Evaporation models similar to those used for

proton-induced reactions have been specifically developed to take into account

the annihilation process : it is assumed that the p annihilates onto a single

nucléon and produces primary pions which cascade independently through the

nucleus ("clan picture"), thus ejecting nucléons or light nuclei. Then the

nucleus désexcitâtes by evaporation (or fission). When using Poissonian

distributions both for the pion number and for the number of subsequent

collisions ("Compound Poissonian model"), and maintaining carefuily the charge



conservation at each step (CUGS8.CUG89) the correlations and charged particle

multiplicities are very well fitted (e.g. p-Ne results from BAL86 and BAL89).

3) Multinucleon annihilations

The possibility of annihilation on several nucléons is also investigated

both theoretically and experimentally. Direct observation consists of the

study of the "Pontecorvo reactions" (PON56) in which only 1 meson or even 0

meson is produced. At rest, these reactions are strongly forbidden if only one

nucléon is involved, and thus require a multinucleon interaction. The simplest

of these reactions (pd—>TT p) was first observed in Bubble Chambers with only

6 events (BIZ69), and now confirmed by 2 LEAR experiments : PS183 (SMI88), and

PS171 (RIE89). The measured branching ratios lie around 10 in "agreement with

predictions. Other possibilities are indirect : e.g. a strangeness-production

enhancement and a high-energy proton-tail are predicted. There exist already

good indications of such tendencies in the present LEAR results (see GUA89).

In the future, PS201 will continue this study, in particular by looking for

Pontecorvo reactions and strangeness enhancement.

4) Hypernuclei production

Another aspect of pA interaction has been investigated by PS177 which

studied the p induced production of heavy hypernuclei : A particles may be

produced either in a two-step process : pN — > KK + rc's, followed by

KN — > ATT, or by a multinucleon annihilation : pNN — > KA + 7i's.

Then, the A may be captured by the nucleus to form a hypernucleus. It

will decay mainly according to the non-mesonic process AN—>NN releasing about

170 MeV energy. In nuclei such as Bi or U, this energy will induce fission :

measuring the delay-time of fission will give the lifetime of the A inside the

hypernucleus. The lifetimes have been found to be (B0C87) :

T = (2.S+2-5) 10-10S for 209Bi, and x = (I+0"8) 1(T10S for 238U

-1.0 -0.4

which are close to the lifetime of the free A. The delayed-f ission

probabilities were also measured as (2±0.6) 10"4for 209Bi, and (6.5±2) 10"4

for U (REY89). These values are in agreement with the two-step process



predictions, but do not exclude a 2-nucleon process which is anyway predicted

to have a smaller probability.

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROTON FORM FACTORS IN THE TIME-LIKE REGION

The electromagnetic proton form factors |G(E)| and [GCM)| may be derived

separately from the angular distributions of the reaction pp—>e e .

Experiment PS170 could explore p momenta between 0 and 900 MeV/c (CAR89), but

the data analysis is not yet completed. The V vector meson mass spectrum

would also be obtained in the range 0-2 GeV from at rest annihilation channel

pp—>V + neutrals, followed by V —>e e .

CP VIOLATION

CP was discovered 25 years ago through the observation of the decay

K — > 7T Tr with a relative branching ratio e = 2 10 3 while it is forbidden

by CP conservation (CHR64). However, the reason why it is violated is still

unclear, and several explanations are competing :

- in the superweak model, CP violation is thought to occur only in the mixing

of the mass matrix of K and K (AS=?). In this model, the relative branching

ratios T)+=A (KL—>ir
+Tr~)/A(K5—>TT

+7I~), and TJ00=A(K — >irWA(K 5—> 7i°7r°) are

both equal to e.

- in the 6-quark KM model (standard electroweak theory), "direct CP violation"

occurs in the decay amplitude (AS=I). In this case, Tj+ and i) are not equal :

U±=e+e', while TJ^C-ZC' . This model predicts |e'/e|=(l to 3) 10~3, depending

on the t-quark mass.

Experimental status

Experimentally, the ratio e'/e may be measured as

Several high-energy experiments are trying to get significant results :

- at BNL, the K3 beam is produced by regeneration, while charged and neutrals

are detected in the same beam.They measured |e'/c|=(2±8) 10~3 (BLA85).



- at Fermilab (E731), K and regenerated K form 2 parallel beams in the same

detectors. Charged and neutral detectors alternate. K and K beams are

regularly exchanged. A first value was : |e'/e| = (3.0±2.8±1.2) 10~3 (W0088).

- at CERN (NA31), the target is movable in order to produce alternately K and

K beams inside the detector which is able to detect simultaneously charged

and neutrals Tt1 s.

The first non-zero result was published recently by NA31 (BUR88) :

|e'/e|=(3.3±1.1) 10~3, but E731 will get the same accuracy, and a partial data

analysis indicates a zero-compatible value.

CPLEAR

At LEAR, a different approach may be followed, based on the ability of pp

annihilation to produce K and K symmetrically, and the possibility to tag

them :

pp (at rest) —> -
f K+

K~

K°
1 K°

Ti-K0

Ti+K0

*K°->
*K°->

K+Ti- K°
K°

( 1 .

(1.

(O.

(0

5

5

5

.5

io"3)

10"3)

10"3)

IQ-3

The K and K are tagged by identifying respectively the pairs K TT

and K TT . PS195 (M0N88) aims to measure the integral asymmetry

j"20T 1"2OT f = ± f o r Tt+Tt"
oj R[K0->f](t) dt - oj R[K°—>f](t) dt _ o o

T . . . f = oo for Ti Ti
f = T2Q f With

oj TR[K°—>f](t) dt + oj R[K0->f](t) dt . T = Ks half life

from which one deduces Ie' |/|e| = (1-1 / T ) / 6. The simultaneous detection
00 x

of all decay channels minimizes systematic effects since many of them cancel

out at first order. We expect the accuracy of PS195 to be = 1.4 10~3.

Furthermore, PS195 may observe interference effects between 0 and 2OT,

and investigate other K-decay channels such as the 3TI one, the semi-leptonic

decay, or even the rare 2y decay. This experiment which needs a very

high statistics, is expected to take data during 90-93.



TEST OF CPT INVARIANCE

CPT invariance is presently one of the strongest basic assumptions in

all theories. CPT transforms a particle to its antiparticle, and its

invariance requires that a particle and its antiparticle have the same

magnetic moment (with inverse signs), the same mass, and the same mean life.

Up to now there is no experimental evidence against CPT invariance. But,

even if a violation is completely unexpected, CPT invariance must be tested as

accurately as possible. In the case of leptons and mesons, some tests attain a

very high accuracy : 2 10~12 for e /e + magnetic moments, and 6 10 19 for K0ZK0

masses (PAR88). However, in 1988, for baryons, the best test was on p/p and

n/n masses where the accuracy was only 5 10

Thanks to LEAR advent, two experiments proposed to try to improve the p/p

mass comparison hopefully to the level of 10 9. Both are measuring mass ratios

through cyclotron-frequency ratios measured for ions rotating in a homogeneous

magnetic field :

a) PS189 is using a "Radio-Frequency Mass Spectrometer" providing a resolving

power R>10 (C0C8S), and intends to compare p/H masses. The apparatus is

installed in LEAR area, but it needs an ultra-low energy p beam of 20 MeV/c

{200 keV), with sufficiently small emittance (THI89) : an RFQ device

decelerating p's from 60 MeV/c down to 20 MeV/c is to be built, so that we

expect to take data in 1991.

b) PS196 uses successive Penning traps in order : i) to catch 0-1 keV p's

obtained by energy degradation through a foil, ii) to cool them to less than 1

meV, and iii) to measure their cyclotron frequency inside the final trap

(GAB87). A first preliminary value was already obtained in 1989 (GAB89)

through the comparison of p and e masses :

M(p)/M(p)-l=(0.4±1.9) 10"6

The accuracy is already 25 times better than the previous ones, and is

expected to be still improved in the future.



GRAVITATION

While all theories predict the equality of the inertial masses of a

particle and of its antiparticle, the predictions concerning the gravitational

masses are not so unanimous, and LEAR offers a good opportunity to try to test

directly the equality of p/p gravitational masses.

PS200 plans to cool alternately p and H~ in traps, and to launch them up

a drift tube, against gravitation. Time-of-flight distributions will allow to

compare the gravitational forces acting on them with a 10% accuracy. This

experiment is still in preparation.

ATOMIC PHYSICS

Collisions of p with atoms may be compared to known results obtained by

using protons or negative particles (e , fi ,. . ) as projectiles. Main phenomena

are the single and double ionization cross sections where interesting results

were already obtained by PS194 (AND87), the study of Barkas effect and the

possibility to use p in channeling experiments where p constitutes the only

negative probe in its mass range.
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